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Abstract
Arai. N ., S . Sakaguchi, Y. Wada and S . Ogawa. Numerical investigation of separated flow around a bent-nose
biconic. Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 35 (1991) 99-108 .
The purpose of this article is to investigate the separated flow around the bent-nose biconic, in which the
second-order TVD (total variation diminishing) method is applied and the numerical flux is a Harten-Yee type .
The governing equation is a thin layer Navier- Stokes equation . The boundary condition on the wall is the
adiabatic wall . The whole flow field is laminar. The numerical conditions are as follows : Mach number 7 .0,
Reynolds number 8 .38 . 10'. The surface pressure distribution at the leeward side is a little higher in the vicinity
of the symmetrical plane. This seems to be caused by the development of the vortex at the leeward side due to
the separated flow. The location of a separation line and the size are in very good agreement with the
experiment . Also the secondary separation is captured very clearly . The characteristics of the separated flow
around the bent-nose biconic are clarified .
Keywordr: Navier-Stokes equation, three-dimensional separated flow, hypersonic flow, bent-nose biconic, open
separation .
1 . Introduction
Three-dimensional super- and hypersonic flow is one of the most important problems on the
development of the super- and hypersonic airplane . AOTV (aero-assisted orbital transfer vehicle)
is the hypersonic vehicle which may change effectively the orbital path using both the drag (D)
and the lift (L). The bent-nose biconic which is proposed by NASA is a kind of mid-L/D
AOTV, which is made by the juncture of two cones with different semi-apex angle (see Fig. 1) .
Especially, three-dimensional separated flow around it is one of the important problems which
should be made clear in an early stage . Although the investigation of three-dimensional
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Fig. 1 . Bent-nose biconic .
separated flow, however, has been investigated for a long time, the definition of it is at present
still not made clear [8] . Many references show the importance of the three-dimensional super-
and hypersonic separated flow on the development and the aerothermodynamic design of the
high-speed vehicle. For such an AOTV, the measurement of both the shock shape and the
pressure distribution [3], the measurement of the heat transfer rate by the gauge, and the oil-flow
test [4] have been done . Arai and Sato [2] have measured nonintrusively the surface temperature
distribution by using the infrared thermometer system, in which the feature of the surface
temperature distribution is observed on the leeward surface . Also on the oil-flow test, the
separation line is observed clearly on the leeside, and it is pointed out that there is a strong
correlation between the surface temperature distribution and the separated flow . Stetson [7]
investigated the separation of the hypersonic flow, in which the oil-flow test and the measure-
ment of the pressure distribution on the sharp and the blunt cone are taken in hypersonic flow,
and the separated flow with the development of the spiral vortex is shown to influence on the
pressure distribution on the leeward side . Nomura [5] has investigated the aerodynamic heating
of the blunt cone, in which it is shown that the local increase of the aerodynamic heating is
caused by the reattachment of flow.
The purpose of this article is to analyze the structure of the flow field around a bent-nose
biconic by the numerical simulation method . Especially, clarification of the separated flow is
emphasized
. In this analysis, the three-dimensional thin-layer approximated Navier-Stokes
equation is solved numerically by using the TVD (total variation diminishing) scheme [10] .
2. Analysis
2.1. Governing equation
The governing equation is written by the Navier-Stokes equation in integral form as follows
(notations are based on the conventional use ; further details are described in [10]) :
d fvQ
dV+ fn -Fds=0, (1)
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where V
is the volume of the cell, n ds the area vector to the outward from the cell surface, Q
the vector of the conservative value per unit volume, F the vector of hoth the inviscid and the
viscous flux of Q. In this calculation, the thin-layer approximated Navier-Stokes equation is
used, which may be applicable for the flow of high-Reynolds number .
The control volume method [6] is applied to the difference approximation
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where F is the vector of the inviscid flux, which is evaluated by the Harten--Yee's numerical flux
[10], and S the vector of the viscous flux, which is approximated by the second-order central
difference.
2.2
. Boundary condition
The conventional boundary condition, in which values on the surface are extrapolated, could
not be applied to the high Mach number flow because it sometimes gives the unrealistic solution .
In [1], a new class of wall boundary conditions on the basis of the conservation law is proposed
Fig. 2. Wall boundary .
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to succeed taking a stable solution . Here it is extended to apply to the viscous flow. As shown in
Fig. 2, the conservation of flux is applied in the cell :
	 At
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In the viscous case, the velocity on the wall is zero . Considering the adiabatic wall, we can get
the next equations :
0
nn1P
F= nt2P (4)
nt3P
0 _
S„ = 0 . (5)
Therefore, if the pressure
p
is given, the flux from the wall could be calculated . The pressure
p
is
given in the following manner .
At the time step t = (n + 1) Al, the contravariant velocity normal to the wall is given as
follows :
pU:+ntl A(Pu1)+nj2 4(Pu2)+nj3 X(Pu3)=0 . (6)
On the other hand, we can get the next relation from equation (3) :
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where the superscript 2 is for the second element of Fk . If the right-hand side of (7) except F122 is
rewritten as Ft2 we can get the next relation :
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Substituting these equations into (6), we get the next relations :
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After that, equations are differenced in the same manner as the inner grid points .
2.3. Numerical integration
The explicit method is used in time marching . Also the local time step method is adopted in
order to reduce the CPU-time. The number of grid points is 60 (c-direction ; longitudinal) x 41
(71-direction; azimuthal) x 50 (k-direction
; normal to the wall). In order to capture the viscous
effects on the body surface, several grid points are included in a boundary layer . No turbulence
model is used .
3 . Results and discussion
In order to confirm the developed code, results have been compared with the experimental
data of NASA Langley Research Center [3] . The number of grid points is about 120,000 points .
Prandtl number is 0 .72 . The whole flow field is laminar . Calculated conditions are as follows :
Mach number 6, Reynolds number 5 .30 . 106, angle of attack 0° .
Figure 3 shows the pressure distribution together with the location of the shock wave . Both the
location of a shock wave and the shock shape are in very good agreement with the experimental
data. The expansion wave generated from the junction of the fore- and the aft-cone is captured
very clearly .
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the longitudinal pressure distribution at 4)=0 ° , 90° and
180 ° ) . At the windward side ((p = 180'), the abrupt decrease of pressure due to the expansion at
the junction is captured clearly. At the leeward side (4) = 0'), the compression of pressure due to
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Fig. 3 . Isobaric contours (M = 6 .0, a = 0 °, Re = 5 .30 ).
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal pressure distributions (M = 6 .0, a = 0 °, Re = 5.30 .10 6 ) .
the bent-nose is captured precisely . Numerical results are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal data . It is confirmed that the present calculation can give us the reasonable information about
such a problem .
Next, in order to investigate the separated flow in more detail, we have calculated it by using
the same conditions as [2] in which the strong correlation between the high-temperature region
and the separation line is emphasized . Conditions of the computation are as follows : Mach
number 7, Reynolds number 8 .38 .10 5 , angle of attack 0 ° 4 ° 8 ° 12 °
Figure 5 shows the typical isobaric contours both on the body surface and at any sections at
angle of attack 8° . The upper one is observed from the leeward while the lower one is from the
windward side. The shape of the shock wave is captured very clearly and sharply . At the
windward side, the expansion wave generated from the junction of the fore- and the aft-cone is
observed clearly . The pressure distribution on the fore-cone is very different from that on the
aft-cone at the windward side . This is caused by the expansion wave generated from the junction .
On the other hand, at the symmetrical plane of the leeward side (4) = 0 ° ), the pressure becomes
a little higher . Also in the vicinity of the leeward symmetrical plane, it becomes a little higher . As
shown in [3], this seems to be caused by a pair of vortices developed at the leeward side, which is
developed longitudinally to generate a spiral one in large scale (see Fig . 6). The observed
structure of the separated flow is almost the same as in the case of the slender blunt cone .
However, because of the bent-nose biconic, the scale and the strength are different of that . The
structure is very similar to that of the "open separation" [9]. Namely, in development of vortices,
the longitudinal effect is stronger than the transverse one . Therefore, the reattachment of flow at
the leeward side is not observed clearly.
Figure 7 shows the typical oil-flow patterns. Figure 8 shows the comparison between
numerical results and experimental data [2] . These drawings are derived from the path lines in
the vicinity of the body surface. Here we call the convergent state of the path lines as the
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Fig . 6 . Path lines (M = 7 .0, a = 8', Re = 8 .38 ) .
Fig . 7- Oil-flow patterns (M=7.0, a=8°, Re =8.38 10 5 ) .
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Fig. 8 . Comparison of oil-flow patterns between experiment [21 and calculation at the leeward side (M=7
.0, a=8 ° ,
Re = 8 .38
.105 ) .
separation of flow . Precisely speaking, separation lines have to be derived from skin friction data .
It is noted here, however, that there is no comparison with experimental skin friction data . The
reason is that measuring of it is too difficult to get the available data in comparison with
pressures and surface flow directions . At no angle of attack, although it is not shown here, the
separation line is observed only on the aft-cone . When the angle of attack increases, the
separation line makes clear and the separated region is observed to expand to the fore-cone .
With the increase of the angle of attack, the trend becomes clear and the region expands
upstream . As shown here, the primary separation is observed very clearly and at the same time
the secondary one is generated a little. In comparison with the experiment, both the location of
the separation line and the scale are in very good agreement with experimental data .
4. Conclusion
The numerical simulation of flow around the bent-nose biconic has been done with emphasis
on the three-dimensional hypersonic separated flow. It is concluded as follows .
(1) The separation line is captured very clearly and the numerical results are in good
agreement with the experimental data .
(2) At the leeside, a pair of the large and spiral vortices is observed to grow in the longitudinal
direction .
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(3) At the symmetrical plane of the leeward side, the surface pressure becomes a little higher .
That is caused by vortices due to the separation .
(4) The separation around a bent-nose biconic is very similar to the "open separation" .
It is confirmed that the present code is very useful to analyze the three-dimensional separated
flow in hypersonic flow .
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